CAREGROUP:

_______YOUR FULL NAME: _____________________WEEK 9
Course

Learn about our citizens of the aqua planet. Tease them, catch them, study them and
eat them! Gain valuable and essential fish catching experience. A great chance to
recreate yourself sitting on the jetties of South Australia’s most beautiful beaches

WEEK 9
BAIT COSTS
Lunch money

Fishy Matters Short Course 2.
Learn how to drive, putt, and chip. Try to beat Dalby and Edwards , who think they are
god’s gift to golf. Visit different golf courses and try your skills. Who knows, this might be
your lucky break into the big time and money.

Approx. $30

Par3 Golf
We will be engineering projects using wool. There will be time to explore spinning,
weaving, knitting and crocheting along with making pompoms, fringes, and pattern
variations. You choose the skills you would like to develop, complete small projects,
support community projects or/and b.y.o wool project. Excursion to the spinning and
craft center at mile end, and a walk to lincraft to check out all the materials

Costs for your
bus travel and
lunch

Engineering with EWE
Are you competitive? Do you like adventure? Well this is the race for you! Come and
join us on a journey through land, sea and forest which will end at Bounce. Like the
ancient Greek warriors of the past you will be competing for the ultimate glory. Come
and join us if you dare! Major prize from Papa for the winners of this race!!!! Sound like
you? Join us Now!!!

$15.00 plus
bus fares

The Amazing Race
Students will enjoy a week full of fun and exciting leisure activities. To begin with, we
have some fun at school, challenging one another in various activities and sports so be
ready to be active!/we head down to the water so pack your bathers and test your skills
in the water with various aquatic activities at the Aquatic Centre. From here we will be
travelling to the snow, so pack some warm clothes, get your skating shoes on and be
ready to tear up the ice! From here we embark on an adventure to St. Kilda Playground
but be sure to practice your survival skills because you will be needing them in the
afternoon when the group battles it out at Laser Skirmish. For those speed demons
amongst us, we have a challenge for you, to become this year’s King or Queen of the
track! After a fast paced three days, we will take it down a notch and finish the week
with a relaxing day at Glenelg Beach. .

Approx. $30.00

Recreation and Leisure
Be physical, be active, and be healthy. Come with us to :
Belair National park for a casual walk spotting the Wildlife.
A day at the Adelaide Aquatic Centre swimming and playing on the slides
A day bushwalking on Anstey’s Hill and scavenger hunt, morning tea at Highercombe.
A day in the city exploring the underground tunnels of the treasury where all the gold
was stored and Ayers house.

Approx. $28

Activate
Catch a train to Belair National park and enjoy the flora and fauna of the Adelaide Hills.
Do a tour of the State library and find out what a treasure trove of information it can be.
A day at a Swim Centre. Visit some environmental housing.
Have lunch at the Central market and for a final bonus visit Parliament House to see
inside of one of Adelaide’s most historic and important buildings.

Approx. $15

Adelaide Landmarks
You will use the 3 D printers to produce your own decorations and Christmas gifts.
Learn the art of design on the computers and Cad equipment. Let your mind become
creative and design the best ever gifts you or your family will enjoy for the rest of their
lives.

3D Printer Christmas

No Cost
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